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The Rehabilitation of Governor Manuel Armijo
By Paul Kraemer

(Figure 1) Governor Manuel Armijo wearing his
"warrior" uniform with the elite Mexican Cavalry
plumed helmet and his "cru z de honor" (note #5)

For many years. Manuel Armijo has
had a bad press. I The problem started in
1841. when Armijo was in his second term
as li5overnor of New Mexico. and he li50t
into a S6rudS6e fiS6ht with the editor of a
New Orleans newspaper. This was not a
S600d idea if one wants to avoid a bad
press. It seems that Georqe Kendall.
editor of the Ptcayutie newspaper,
accompanied the
Texas-Santa
Fe
expedition of 1841.2 This invasion of New
Mexico by the Republic of Texas turned
out to be a complete fiasco. After li5ettin1i5
lost and running out of provisions. the
Texan survivors were captured by
Armijo's soldiers. and about 200 of them
forced to walk the 1500 miles to Mexico
City. a trek that took almost three months.
Kendall assumed he would immediately
be released because he was an American
citizen and had a passport. Armijo did
not make such distinctions. If you were
with the Texans you walked with the
other prisoners to Mexico City where they
were imprisoned for at least several
months. presumably beinq questioned.
When Kendall finally S60t back to New
Orleans in June. 1842. he wrote many
articles for his newspaper about his
experiences and what a tyrant Armijo
was. Of course hardly anybody read the
Picayune in New Mexico and Kendall
envisioned a more effective vindictive
wea pon for the purpose of the
destruction of Manuel Armijo:
Kendall's
opus
magnum.
a
comprehensive narrative study of the
Texas-Santa Fe expedition was published
in 1844.3 It consisted of 868 pages. in two
volumes. and quickly became a best seller
nationally. The bulk of the narrative was
perfectly respectable htstortocraphy that
Bancroft claimed was "the leadtnq
authority" on the Texas -Santa Fe
expedition: But in the middle of the
lengthy work there is a section of 16
paces (paces 369 -385) devoted entirely to
the defamation of Manuel Armijo. The 16
paves described every aspect of his life as
that of a corrupt tyrant; how he stole
sheep as a youth. how he made his wealth
by S6amblin1i5. how he conspired to create
the revolution of 1839. etc. etc. Kendall's
summary of his history of Armijo reads as
follows:
"I might diversify this hasty
biography of Don Manuel Armijo. from

the abundant material which I have yet
by me unused. with stories of his
atrocious acts that would bring a blush
upon the brow of Tyranny. I misht detail
many horrible murders which he has
committed .
I could relate many a
thrilling story of his abuse of the ri1i5hts of
women. that would make Saxon hearts
burn with ind ign ant fire; for Saxon hearts
enshrine the mothers' of men as objects
sacred and apart. I rniqht speak of his
conniving with the Apache Indians. in
their robberies of his neiqhbors of the
State of Chihuahua . by iurnishlng this
hardy mountain tribe with powder. and
balls. and li5uns. knowinS6 that with them
they would fall. like the eaqle. from their
fastness . upon his own countrymen. I
could li5ive a catalogue of men's names
whom he has banished from their own
families and homes. for no reason but
because they were in his way.
Assassinations .
robberies.
violent
debauchery. extortions. and innumerable
acts of broken faith are themes upon
which I am armed with abundant and
most veritable detail. but my readers
would sicken. and my narrative leads me
another way. A few remarks and I have
done with him."
Kendall's narrative was not only a
"leadin\6 authonry" and a best-seller but
also was cited by Joshua GreS6S6. W. W H.
Davis . Twitchell. Bloom and many other
writers. Many of the citations refer only
to the defamatory 16 paces rather than
the bulk of the narrative. Thus Kendall's
influence on Armijo's reputation was
disproportionally larger than the small
fraction of the narrative devoted to
Armijo.
Art interesting sidellqht to the events
of the Texas-Santa Fe Expedition
illuminates Armijo's personality as a
politician rather than a warrior. Several
times in his life he felt he had to pretend
to be a warrior. The Texas-Santa Fe
Expedition was such an occasion when
he became a heroic warrior all over
Mexico for "c a p tu rin g" the aS61i5ressive
Texans. and he even li50t a medal for it.
Robert Torrez tells the story of the
S6overnor's medal.' In our portrait of
Armijo (Fi1i5ure 1) he is shown wearinq his
"warrior costume" with his plumed brass
helmet of the elite Mexican cavalry. He
also is wearing the medal that he li50t, a
"cruz de honor" tha t had been authorized
by Santa Anna shortly after the news o f
the "victory" over the Texans. Medals
were authorized for Armijo and other
officers (including Donaciano ViSJil but
surprisingly not Dieqo Archuleta who was
second in command to SJovernor Armijo).
But Armijo did not receive his medal
quickly.
He badgered the central
SJovernment to send him his medal in
numerous letters for he was very proud of
his medal. Finally on January 7. 1846.
after four ye ars. he received his medal.
There were several versions of his famous
portrait. painted in 1845 and 1846. It
appears that he is wearing his medal in
some portraits but not others. But with o r
without his medal. Armijo was always a
politician not a warrior. (Our prototype
politician is motivated by (1) keeptnq his
power and (2) Ieavtnq a favorable leSJacy;
our warrior is primarily interested in
warfare as a source of personal li5lory

even including his death.)
In the early 1970s two historians.
Daniel Tyler and Janet Lecompte .
independently tried to determine from
documentary sources what was true and
what was false in Kendall's description of
Manuel Armijo. Kendall's 16 paces o f
materials that remind one of "yellow"
journalism were embedded in a lengthy
book of conventional history. ''Yellow''
journalism was very common in the 19th
century when competing newspapers
scrambled for subscribers. Apparently
Daniel Tyler had a similar reaction and he
S6ently defined Kendall's 16 paces as
follows:
" His sanguinary description of
Armijo. however. was that of a newspaper
man who appreciated the reader interest
which his purple prose would li5enerate."
Tyler focused much of his article on
Armijo's dealinqs with the new "New
Mexicans" such as Charles Bent. Joshua
GreSJSJ. Manuel Alvarez. Josiah Webb. and
others. He found an amazinq variety of
viewpoints which may not be surprisinq.
Armijo. as a politician. had his supporters
and detractors that reflected the ir
interest areas and biases. For instance.
some of the traders like GreSJSJ and the
United States councilor Manuel Alvarez.
can be considered intrinsic adversaries of
Armijo because they resisted payments of
custom fees while Armijo had no other
source
of
revenue
to
maintain
li50vernment officials and soldiers. ' But
Armijo had better relationships with
others such as Henry Connelly. Josiah
Webb and the Ma1i5offin brothers. James
and Samuel. In his final article on
Armijo. Tyler concludes: "One can only
wonder if he (Armijo) deserved th e
censure that history has heaped on him."
Janet
Lecompte
began
her
examination of Kendall with a topic in
which she mtqht find him vulnerable.'
Kendall had used a paqe and a half (of his
16 pages) describing his humble family
backqround and his youth stealing sheep.
Lecompte initiated her study by sayin1i5
"There is no more persistent or perverse
le1i5end than that of his humble birth and
infamous youth ..." (Even Twitchell uses
it in his biography of Armijo)". Since
Armijo was a complete politician. he did
not speak or wri te to serve historians. but
to serve his own political career. He
heartily a1i5reed w ith Kendall that he was a
self-made m an. But what Lec ompte
found in ample quantities in the
documents was that he clearly derived
from one of New Mexico's wealthiest
families and that his theft of his uncle's
sheep. which he sold back to his uncle.
was a family joke.
In a more comprehensive article on
Kendall's diatribe. Lecompte described
the methods Kendall used in writin1i5 his
vilification . As in the case of any
successful
politician . Armijo was
frequently the object of malicious li50ssip
Kendall
by his political enemies.
collected th is SJossip. then "twisted and
slanted it" to make his comments even
more malicious. and the final p roduct,
"almost none o f it is true. Historians have
accepted not o nly Kendall's facts but also
all his lies and hyperbole."?
Despite the careful analysis of Tyler
and Lecompte. defamation of Armijo has

continued in many articles. In fact. the
defamation seemed to acquire a life of its
own. For instance. John S. D. Eisenhower.
in his bOOR on the Mexican War ' l
described Armijo. in quotes as follows:
"Armijo was shrewd. SJreedy. and cruel.
Armijo was reportedly born poor and had
achieved his political start by his
proficiency in avoiding punishment for
sheep steeling." These quotes are exact
quotes from Kendall's narrative . But
Eisenhower cites a secondary source for
them rather than citin1i5 Kendall. In fact.
many writers described Armijo with
characteristic phrases such as "cruel
tyrant" without citinSJany source. A li500d
example is Billington's description where
no source is offered. " "The li5overnor.
Manuel Armijo. a mountainous man
whose blue frock coat and Ilammq red
sash compensates for lack of either
principles or coura1i5e. etc .. etc.... ."
Apparently. in recent years writers found
that any kind of undocumented
vilification o f Manuel Armijo was
acceptable a nd considered as common
knowled1i5e .
But the worst was yet to come. In
1846. when Stephen Watts Kearny and
the Army of the West invaded New
Mexico. it was said that Governor Armijo
had abandoned his troops and fled to the
south . Kendall had done his work
brilliantly. and almost everybody was
ready to further vilify Armijo for SJivinSJ
Kearny his "bloodless conquest". Even.
Bancroft. that bastion of historical
objectivity. wrote about Armijo's retreat
".....there is much cause to believe that his
reason for n ot reslstinq was not a
praiseworthy desire to prevent the use less
sheddinq of his subjects' blood.?" As
Daniel Tyler put it: "...Armijo has ever
since been br anded a coward by both
SJrinSJo and Mexican moralists.'! " One can
only wonder who were Tyler's "moralists".
They apparently retained medieval
notions of chivalry. bravery and courage.
•
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(Figure 2) Overview of the Apache Canyon area

Indeed. a qu estio n in this area. which
apparently cannot be directly answered
by the existing documents. is of particular
relevance to th is paper, specifically. when
Armijo left the Apache Canyon area
(Fi1i5 u re 2), did he flee to save his own life
or did he retreat to save many lives.
possibly including his own? We will
approach this question by reexamminq
the events of that time and place. before
continued on page 2 f@'
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his decision was required.
The chronology of the events of the
conquest of Santa Fe were first published
by James Madison Cutts in 1847. 15
followed by a report of William Emory in
1848.16 The name James Madison Cutts
was not merely a parental adornment by
admirers of President Madison. Cutts'
mother's sister. Dolly Madison. wife of the
President, was herself a considerable
adornment to the Madison white house. "
Thus as a member of the Madison family
he was able to work in a high level
position in the State Department and had
access to the documents corning and
going from the Mexican war in 1846-1847.
According to Cutts. shortly after
Kearny and the Army of the West arrived
at Bent's Fort . Kearny. on July 31. 1846
issued a proclamation that clearly stated
his intentions .
This was a public
statement and many copies were
distributed all over New Mexico (as well
as to Washington DC). that Cutts gives in
his book. The proclamation is clear and
succinct: it reads
that Kearny's
!Jovernment instructs and will sustain
him in the annexation of New Mexico to
the United States; that peaceful
inhabitants will be respected and
protected in their civil and religious
rights. but if they resist they will be treated
as enemies.
This proclamation is of some
importance because of the later activities
of President Polk's representative. James
Magoffin . Magoffin claimed that the
proclamation included the phrase that
the U. S. was only interested in occupying
that portion of New Mexico east of the
Rio Grande." Bancroft pointed out that
he could not find any copies of the
proclamation with any such inclusion ."
While the claim seems intrinsically
unlikely
(Kearny
continued
his
annexation program for territory all the
way to California in September 1846).
Kearny wrote a letter to Armijo on August
1, 1846.20 that he was aware that Texas.
which had been annexed to the U. S. in
1845 , did claim that the Texas boundary
on the west was the Rio Grande. An
obvious possibility is that Magoffin had
invented his claim in pursuit of his
negotiations with Diego Archuleta ,
Armijo's second in command, that took
place on August 13 or 14. Supporting the
"inve n tio n" hypothesis is that Captain
Philip
S1. George
Cooke . who
accompanied Magoffin in the delivery of
these documents. in his diary we find
the followinq for August 9: "
the
annexation letters of Don Ma~offin were
~raced
with
additions
and
embellishments. " 21
According to Emory. Kearny and the
Army of the West left Bent's Fort on
August 2, heading to Raton Pass , but
James Maqofftn and their escort under
Captain Cooke separated from the main
group taking a short cut on August 3 and
arriving with the Proclamation of
Annexation and Kearny's letter to Armijo
entrusted to Captain Cooke on August 12
in Santa Fe. According to Armijo's official
report to the Mexican government of
September 8, 1846, he actually saw the
Proclamation of Annexation and Kearny's
letter to him , both delivered by Cooke , on
August 12.1846. He had already received
information from his "scouts" (spies) that
Kearny had arrived at Bent's Fort but
Armijo was shocked by how fast Kearny
was moving. He immediately answered
Kearny's letter which was delivered by Dr.
Henry Connelly, an important trader. He
tried to get more time by proposinq
negonations." Kearny deftly deflected
this proposal simply answering that they
will meet in Santa Fe, hopefully as
friends.
Kearny's letter of August 1,1846 to
Armijo !Jives much the same message as
the Proclamation but with added
emphasis on avoiding useless bloodshed.
Interestingly,
while
he
highly
recommends Cooke to Armijo, he did not
even mention Magoffin. Magoffin has
remained a controversial person among
historians. His admirers believe that he
got some sort of promise from Armijo
that he would not resist the invasion.

2
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There appears to be no solid evidence of
any deal, and the oft-Cited "bribe" that
Armijo supposedly received must have
evaporated because when Armijo came
back to New Mexico after the war, he was
clearly a poor man (see below). After
Magoffin had "accomplished his mission"
at Santa Fe (he probably had something
to do with the apparent brief
disappearance of Diego Archuleta until
Kearny had left for California) Magoffin
did not return to the Arm y of the West
with Cooke . but turned south to use his
supposedly persuasive talents on the
conquest of Chihuahua. But he was
immediately considered a U. S. spy. and
spent the rest of the Mexican war years
(1846-1848) in prison. When he was
finally released and returned to
Washin~ton , his mentor, Senator Thomas
Hart Benton managed to get a special
appropriation of $30 ,000 to pay him for
his efforts." A final note to the Magoffin
story occurred when historian Lansing
Bloom proved to his own satisfaction that
James Magoffin could not possibly ha ve
accomplished anything in Santa Fe
because he was not there in the August
12-13
time period." Bloom was
apparently not familiar with the Susan
Shelby Magoffin whose husband Samuel
was also a trader, who was bringing in a
caravan to Bent's Fort at that time.
Despite the laughable mistake ,
Lansing
Bloom
made
significant
contributions to our understanding of the
Mexican side of the conquest story."
Patriotism . and satisfaction with the
central government had declined in all
of the frontier areas and especially in
New Mexico. During the last part of the
Mexican period (1821 -1846) Bloom's
analysis of the last sessions ( August 6. 8.
and 10) of the Legislative Assembly are
h elpful. What happened in these
sessions? The quick answer is very little
considering that their Department faced
imminent demise .
The Treasurer
reported that they had no money.
Governor Armijo wanted 1000 pesos
to support the auxiliary companies he
was forming to defend the Department.
and after prolonged discussion they
resolved that the governor should spend
his own money and they would try to pay
him with forced loans. They discussed at
length what they should do. One idea
was to ask for financial help from aIJ the
towns. But it was pointed out that they
had very little time and estimated that
Kearny's army now coming down the
Santa Fe Trail, would be Ieavtns Las Vegas
on August 23 . Actually, they had even less
time than they thought .Kearny left Las
Ve~as on August 15.
The last session ended abruptly with
a fairly weak resolution in support of
resisting the invasion.
Meanwhile. Armijo was seemingly
the most energetic responder to the
invasion . He pleaded for reinforcements
from Chihuahua and Durango , and
General U~arte at Chihuahua promised
to send 1000 soldiers , but was there
enough time?
In his memoirs , Dr. WisIizenos
remembered that about 400 soldiers and
Ugarte reached EI Paso about August 8.
1846.26 According to Bloom, on the same
day Armijo made a general "call to arms"
askin!J for armed citi zens to volunteer.
some two or three thousand men
streamed into the Santa Fe plaza. The
next day, August 9, Armijo held a "citizens
meeting" where influential men were
asked for their opinion . At first , a
comfortable majority voted to not resist
annexation. With the largest ever Santa
Fe Trail caravan (414 wa!Jons) about to
enter New Mexico, why fight useless,
impossible to win wars? However. a small
group of patriots made such a Vigorous
reproachment of their praqrna tic
colleagues (many New Mexicans had
believed for many years that annexation
to the United States was inevitable and
much to be preferred to being annexed
by Texas. which continued its aggression
against New Mexico .) The patriotic !Jroup
included Manuel Antonio Chavez (The
Little Lion of the Southwest, biography by
Marc Simmons.) the Pino brothers ,

(Figure 3) Map of Apache Canyon and the
Santa Fe Trail drawn by Topographical
Engin eer William Peck as it appeared on
August 18. 1846. The features labeled "E"
represents "the mountains on each side of the
road almost p erpendicular." Those marked "F'
are "Sm alI spurs of the mountains and hedges
[ledges} of rock running at right-angles on
each side of the road leaving a passage of sixty
feet between." "L" is Apach e Creek. "R" is the

reported to him as well as many others in
exa!Jgerated and glOWing terms. It is not
clear from the extant documents. exactly
who comprised the auxiliary companies,
a term used by Armijo. never militia.
Some of the auxiliaries undoubtedly had
militia experience and/or were militia
officers; some of these were probably
manned by Armijo as officers of the
auxiliary companies. But small militia
companies that were organized before
1846, were mostly paper organizations
with no material support by local
government ,
while
the
central
government did almost evervthinq it
could (out of fear of rebellions) to
discouraqe militlas. " In June 1846,
Donaciano Vigil gave extensive talks to
the Legislative Assembly complaining of
the central government taxation of arms
and munitions for local militias." In any
case, local militias only had some
experience in Campaigns against Navaho
and Apache raiders and even in these
campaigns about a third of the men only
had bows and arrows. and lances as
weapons. Many of the auxiliaries (the
proportion not known) had no training
or military experience of even Indian
campaigns, and were lacking in
leadership structure, since most did not
even know their commanders until mid
August 1846. All auxiliaries. both officers
and men, had to provide their own
provisions and weapons. In short, the
auxiliary companies were. as Philip St.
George Cooke later said "not a coherent
fi!Jhtin!J force .'?'
Early on August 16 Armijo arrived at
Apache Canyon with 200 local presidial
soldiers plus about 60 dragoons of a Vera
Cruz unit). This unit had been in New
Mexico ever since the 1837 rebellion."
Also with Armijo were influential local
citizens, Armijo was immediately told
that the auxiliary companies were "no t
disposed to offer resistance"."
No
reinforcements had arrived and even the
300 "relief" soldiers that Emory thought
had arrived in Santa Fe about August 10
had , in fact , not errived."
Armijo
convoked a junta of officers and

route of th e Army of the West. '1\1"marks th e

influential persons and told them all the

position of Manu el Armijo's for ce before he
abandoned his defenses in the canon. "K" is
the "Tim ber between the passage of 60 feet and
Armijo 'sforce. which was a decent. to gi ve
rang e to his shot ." "I" is the "outp ost of the
enemy." This map . previously unknown to
scholars. appeared in the "Jefferson Inquirer "
(Jefferson City . Missouri) on September 29.
1846 and was reproduced for the first time
since it original publication in "The Mexi can
War Correspondence of Richard Smith Elllott. "
edited by Gardn er and Simmons (not e # 30).

thincs that the small militant faction
wanted to hear. about their patriotism
and the advantageous position they held
at the narrows (Puerto del Padre) . and he
"tried to stir up their patriotism by any
means I could think of".
But all the
captains of the auxiliary companies had
the opposite view, emphastztnq the
uselessness of the pending blood shed.
They and their volunteers all left if they
had not already begun Ieavlng th e
Apache canyon site. Armijo did not say
that he had decided to send them home.
He then met with all the officers of the
regular soldiers and because they now
numbered only 200
men . voted
unanimously to retreat to the south
where they would join the forces coming
up from Chihuahua. But all the local
garrison soldiers except three officers
followed the "retreat" of the auxiliaries.
leaving Armijo with just 70 men, mostly
members of the Vera Cruz squadron, for
the retreat to the south. By the following
day. August 17. 1846, the Apache canyon
site was completely empty of men" and
the road to Santa Fe was clear for
Kearny's "bloodless" conquest. Captain
Cooke. who led the advance guard
described the deserted site" on August 8.
Meanwhile Armijo and 70 men went
south to Galisteo where they left three
"spiked" (rendered inoperable) cannon so
they could travel south more rapidly. "
Armijo and his small force met U~arte
and his soldiers (many fewer than the
1000 promised) somewhere between
Socorro and El Paso and both groups
continued to Chihuahua. Armijo then
continued on his own to Mexico City with
a trader caravan."
Back in Santa Fe. with New Mexico
now under Kearny and U. S. rule , the
vilification of Armijo quickly began on
both sides, as previously mentioned with
the comments of Daniel Tyler. On the
American side, the opinions of Philip St.
George Cooke and William Emory on
Armijo's retreat provide an interesting
contrast. Cooke gave his opinion in one

Manuel and Nicolas, and others (who
w o uld shortly join the "Diego Archuleta
Conspiracy." These patriots named all
eventually became patriotic American
citizens.
Thus , on August 10, when Armijo
reported to the Legislative Assembly. he
said he had selected the Apache Canyon
site , 15 miles east of Santa Fe. where he
would mount his defense and; that he
had assembled the volunteers that had
responded to his "call to arms"
proclamation ; had organized them into
"auxiliary companies". and would begin
movinq them to Apache Canyon in three
days. He told Cooke on the morning of
August 13 that in the afternoon he would
begin assembling 6000 men at the
defended site . However, by Armijo's
report of September 8, by August 15 he
only was able to get 1800 volunteers and
their officers to assemble at Apache
Canyon." They were to await his coming
with the 200 reqular troops.
Both sides had spies . We have

already mentioned Armijo's "scouts". On
the American side a spy company
organized at Bent's Fort was first
mentioned by Cutts. " Kearny used the
system in an unorthodox fashion. He
would help Armijo 's spies in fact ,
capturing them , but not shooting them.
which was the customary fate of
captured spies. Instead, he treated them
cordially and gave them a personally
conducted tour of the Army of the West.
Then he sent them home. Richard Smith
Elliott. a war correspondent for a St.
Louis newspaper was also an officer in
the Missouri Mounted Volunteers. He
saw tha t Kearny had them visit the
artillery camp and perhaps look in the
ammunition boxes." an issue of some
importance (see below) . As Armijo
reported later in his official report, he
learned from one such captured and
released spy that Kearny's Army had 24
pieces of artillery and numbered over
3000 men. i.e . a two fold exa!J!Jeration.
On August 15 Kearny's spy company
began reports of panic and dissension
among the volunteers at Apache Canyon.
Many years later, Captain Rafael
Chacon who had been a boy of 14 in
Armijo's camp (14 was the minimum age
at that time). In his memoirs he wrote
the following . "One day there was a
disagreement among the militia men,
and in a moment we were ready to fi!Jht
one another. The meeting was soon
appeased and we began to build
barricades. 31 (see Figure 3)
It seems quite likely that the
problems with the auxiliary companies
were stimulated by Armijo's spies who

contin ued on page 3 UiF
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word: "disgraceful" even though he was
perfectly aware that Armijo's prospects in
battle were essentially hopeless and
would result in many useless deaths." But
Cooke's statement reflected a common
military view of honor and bravery.
Emory referring to the militant faction
in the Mexican debate: "Arm ijo has seen
what they ar e blind to . the hopelessness
of resistance.'?'
On the Mexican side the vilification
was vehement and immediate. By Auqust
20. the defunct Legislative Assembly met
anyway. fo r the sole purpose of blaming
Armijo for eve ryth in g related to the
Mexican response to the American
invasion." They seemed to think that it
was quite possible that th e Mexican army
would come from the south and
reconquer New Mexico . and in that case.
they would be blamed .
The New
Mexicans felt that th ey desperately
needed a scape-goat, and that scape-coat
was Armijo. In Chihuahua. according to
George Ruxton . they called all New
Mexicans . including Armijo . cowards
because the New Mexicans had failed to
stop the Army of the West. which was now
threatening to attack Chihuahua." On
September 26. the "c itize ns of New
Mexico" wrote a letter to the President of
Mexico with 105 signatures. 46
This
returned the focus of the scape-goat
business. to Manuel Armijo. The letter.
however was not really the work of many
citizens and it is doubtful if all of the
"citizens" read the letter. It was written
entirely by Vicar Juan E. Ortiz. who used
his best expertise in sophistry to put
Armijo in the center of all of the events of
recent months. It is quite likely that after
Ortiz wrote the letter. he gathered
signatures by simply saying something
like " Better sign the letter. if the Mexican
army reconquers New Mexico . we are in
bi!6 trouble." Even Donaciano Vi!6iI. a
good friend of Armijo signed th e letter.
The letter is lengthy and somewhat
repetitious. The first part gives a fairly
noncontroversial description of some of
th e events between mid-Jun e and the
bloodless conquest of New Mexico. It
differs primarily in not admitting that
th ere were any New Mexicans who did
not want to resist the invasion, as. for
example. the people that at first were a
majority in the public meeting that
Armijo held on August 9. They were not
mentioned . But the events of August 16.
(Ortiz apparently attended the junta).
completely disagrees with Armijo's
official report. which was. of course.
Ortiz 's main purpose. He disagreed that
the auxiliary companies were "not
disposed to offer resistance" o r that they
left of their own accord. or that when
Arm ijo consulted his officers, (Ortiz had
apparently left the Apache Canyon site by
that time) he disagreed that the officers
unanimously voted to retreat to the south
to join forces with troops from
Chihuahua. He claimed they rallied to
their commander to do battle with the
invaders. There ap pears to be no way to
tell which story is mostly correct since
they both had reasons for lyin!6. But the
Vicar got carried away with his own
sophistry and then wrote many of the "if
only Armijo had....." generally covering
all aspects of war. finances . tactics. etc.
For instance he complained about
Armijo's selection of the Apache Canyon
site , which he said was "at the gateway of
Santa Fe. and they should have attacked
the enemy as far distant as possible, from
the gateway." Many of his points show
that he was well beyond his area of
expertise.
His letter also became
ludicrous: when he returned to Santa Fe
with the other "influential civilians" after
the junta of August 16, the Vicar fled to
the mountains east of Tesuque. then after
a few days. sheepishly presented himself
to Kearny. Kearny asked him why he fled
his people and the Vicar made it worse by
claiming that "all the women insisted that
he flee.""
But was resistance to Kearny's army
really hopeless? Actually, it was even
more hopeless than they realized. This
concerns what can be called the Artillery
Factor (See two illustrations below). Until

(continuedjrompage2)

recently many historians seemed to be
content with descriptions of artillery
merely in terms of the number of pieces.
Also they seem to ignore the fact that the
conquest of New Mexico was only a small
Artillery Factor
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Antipersonnel ammunition. grape and canister
sheJJs. used in Don iphan 's Battle of Bte zito

Ho w itze r

Gun

Basic types of artillery used by both sides
in the Mexican War

part of the Mexican war. Since the days of
Thomas Jefferson , our national leaders
have been preparing for a bigger and
more powerful United States (like it o r
not) . In the case of weapons the Mexican
war was basically a war on both sides. of
flint-lock . smooth bore muskets and
black gun powder. Only a few American
soldiers (only one whole regiment, the
First Mississippi under Jefferson Davis had
percussion cap rifles. effective at ten
times the range of muskets). But artillery
was a different matter. About 1840, our
Secretaries
of
War
began
a
comprehensive effort to give the United
States artillery as good as any in the
world .
This was much more th an
manufacturing more "pieces of artillery".
Gun powder had to be standardized for
new kinds of ammunition. Artillery,
especially light cannons had to be more
maneuverable and versatile, and most
important. training institutes unified the
program." On May 8. 1846. at the first
major battle of the Mexican Wa r. Zachary
Taylor's forces at Palo Alto . using the new
antipersonnel weapons (grape and
canister shells) and highly mobile
carriages u n de r 6 and 12 p ounder
howitzers. completely won the battle
against the Mexican Army that fielded
three times as many soldiers. Moreover.
casualty n u m be rs we re even more
lopsided." This trend continued in all of
the open field battles of the Mexican war."
The battle at Palo Alto was over three
months before the conquest of Santa Fe.
Did Armijo kn ow about it? Had his
"sco uts" heard about these antipersonnel
weapons? Mexican artillery was only
single projectile cannon balls and their
powder was so variable that they never
knew whether their shots would
oversho o t or roll on the ground like
bowling ba lls. If the a uxiliary companies
suspected all this, they would have had
good reason to panic and get into
arguments among themselves as they did
on August 15 at Apache Canyon. All of
the finger pointing and scape-qoaunq was
really based on an extremely remote
chance that the Mexican Army would
come back and show that they could win
with huge numerical advantages. This
possibility came to an abrupt end on
Christmas Day. December 25. 1846. On
this day in the first actual ba ttle of the
Army of the West. it to ok almost 500 men
and 2 or 3 6 pounder howitzers, just 20
minutes at the short Battle of Brazitos. to
send 1200 elite (bea ut ifu lly unifo rmed)
Mexican cavalry
running in a ll

directions ."
Sounds
impossible?
According to Dillon. at Palo Alto . a four
gun battery of 6 pounder howitzers (just
like Kearny's weapons) using both grape
and canister shells. could fire 7 or 8
rounds per minute .
Kearny w as
undoubtedly glad he didn't have to go
that route. After all. the New Mexicans
had been liVing with Americans for 25
years. Furthermore the Un ited Sta tes
fully recognized (in 1850) that New
Mexico was not to be part of Texas."
Regardless of questions about the
events of August 16. some conclusions
about Armijo's conduct seem tenable.
First of all. contrary to the common
accusation. Armijo actually did not
a ba n do n
anybody;
second.
he
accomplished an orderly retreat, not a
personal flight, and third. he maintained
contact with his superiors and rejoined
the Chihuahua army unit as quickly as
possible. Armijo certainly knew that he
would face a court martial investigation
and his report of September 8. 1846
would be
scrutinized thoroughly.
Undoubtedly. he was prepared to defend
every word of that report. EVidently. he
was successful in the first round as he was
released immediately a nd the n ret u rn ed
to New Mexico shortly after the peace
treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo was signed
in the Spring of 1848. For the next four
years he wrote occasio na l le tters to his
old friend . Do nacia no Vigil. These letters
indicate a continuous reduction of both
his wealth (he sold his house in
Albuquerque and moved to the village of
Lem itar. 10 miles north of Socorro) and
political influence. Finally he wrote to
Vigil: "Here I am like a saint whose time
has passed. hated by the Mexicans and
not much liked by Ame ricans .'?' He
apparently continued to have some
problems with Chihuahua authorities but
was finally exonerated completely at the
Mexican federal level. Perhaps now his
legacy will improve a bit.
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Composer Amadeo Lucero Wrote New Mexico's Official Spanish Song
By N aney Brown

Amadeo Lucero com poser of ':Asi es Nuevo Mexico"
(Photograph UNM Center for Southwest Research)

Did you know New Mexico has a
state Spanish song?
It's an almost
forgotten moment from New Mexico's
past. but in 1971 the New Mexico State
Legislature formally adopted '~si es
Nuevo Mexico" as our state Spanish song .
Like most New Mexico moments. this one
comes with some history.
A teacher, musician, composer and
poet. Amadeo Lucero was born in Dixon.
New Mexico, on April 1, 1900, the son of
Francisco and Inez Lucero. Hisfather was
a produce farmer, earning $150 a month
and supporting a family of six.
Early on Lucero wanted to educate
his people and attended the Dixon
Presbyterian Mission School and Menaul
Boy's School in Albuquerque. He sang in
the Allison-James School Choir of Santa
Fe and also belonged to the 4-H Club.
In 1918, an older brother got him a
trumpet and he learned to read and write
music . Later he also learned to play the
guitar. He played in the Menaul Band and
with dance bands and orchestras across
Northern New Mexico.
Lucero played football at Menaul and
worked as a migrant laborer in Colorado.
He also loved prospecting for minerals
and rare rocks and was an avid deer
hunter. He used to trade the fruit from his
land for his favorite foods from his
neighbors.
Lucero married Frances
Miera. of Velarde. and they raised five
sons and three daughters.
Lucero began teaching elementary
school in 1923, earning $75 a month. He
served for 37 years in the rural schools of
Northern New Mexico - in Rinconada,

Ojo Sarco, Cordova , Velarde, Chamita.
Hernandez, Medenales, Coyote , Rio
Puerco and Canjilon. He also helped
organize the boy scouts in Dixon. When
Lucero had a little extra money or time,
he took summer classes at UNM and New
Mexico Highlands University. Las Vegas.
Later he also taught classes in the UNM
Bilingual Program and was praised Widely
by educators for his promotion of
bilingual and multicultural education in
the state. He retired from teaching in
1960.

Lucero wrote "Asi es Nuevo Mejico"
in 1961 while watching over his dying
mother. He filed it away and his family
resurrected the song in 1970. along with
about 100 other creations. In 1971 he was
working as a Senate doorman for $15 a
day and presented the song to the New
Mexico Legislature. State Senator Junio
Lopez, a Republican from San Miguel
County. proposed a bilI to make it the
official state Spanish sonq. Roberto
Mondragon and Roberto Martinez, with
Los Reyes de Albuquerque. recorded it for
him on the MORE label (Minority
Oriented Recording Enterprises, 1971).
They played it for the legislators and they
loved it. adopting it as the official state
Spanish song that same year.
Although a bilI was passed in the
Legislature to give Lucero a $100 a month
pension for use of his song, he had
written it out of love for New Mexico and
voluntarily donated it to the state. When
he used to sell a few of the new records at
the Spanish Village at the State Fair to
help supplement his income, he would

tell people he had composed his song
because nobody else had bothered to
write a song in Spanish for New Mexico.
He did it for everyone to enjoy - as he
wrote in the song - because, Indians,
Hispanos. Blacks and Anglos are all equal
- and are all hijos (sons) of New Mexico. It
took him a long time to find just the right
words to bring out the beauty of New
Mexico but he did and was pleased with
the song . He wrote a similar English song
about the state and also translated
"Ameitce the Beautiful" into Spanish. He
loved his country and visited every state
in the Union except Minnesota and the
Dakotas .
In his final years. Lucero traveled
around the state and toured many
schools. Some of his happiest moments
were playing and singing his song with
children who had learned the song in
their classes. He also appeared on KNME
singing and talking about New Mexico.
Highlands University granted him an
Honorary Doctorate in Musical Arts in
1975. He was active in the Martineztown
Senior Center and wrote articles for EI
Hispano newspaper. He died on August
20, 1987 in Albuquerque and was buried
at the Presbyterian Cemetery in Dixon.
He wanted every boy and girl to sing his
song and knew it would be around a long
time after he was gone - how right he was.
The Center for Southwest Research , at the
University of New Mexico Library,
Albuquerque . has a rare recording of
Lucero himself singing "As! es Nuevo
Mejico," the New Mexico state Spanish
song. Fortunately. in 1978. Charlemaud
Curtis, who was then Associate Director of
the John Donald Robb Archive of
Southwestern Music. taped Lucero during
a live performance at KUNM - the only
known recording of him singing his
composition.
The Lucero recording is part of the
Charlemaud Curtis
Collection of
Southwestern Music. Interviews and
ProS6rams, 19605-19805, Mss 847 BC. The
Curtis Collection is one of over thirty
collections within the CSWR's Robb
Archive dealing with Native American.
Hispanic, Mexican. African American and
Anglo American music of New Mexico
and the Southwest.
The inventories to these music
collections and to over 800 other archival
collections at the CSWR are available via
the Rocky Mountain Online Archive
(RMOA), operated by the CSWR http .z/rmoa.unrn.edu/ In addition, the
RMOA has finding guides to archival
collections from twenty-eight other
institutions in New Mexico, Colorado and

Wyoming.
The recording of Lucero's state
Spanish song. along with a photo of him ,
a biography, and the song text is available
on the New Mexico Digital Collection
(NMDC) , also maintained by the CSWR http .z/econtent.unm.edu/
The NMDC
features over 80.000 images, recordinqs
and film footage from the CSWR archives
as well as from other affiliated institutions
around the state.
Further, these Lucero materials
appear - along with hundreds of other
historical items - on the New Mexico
Statehood
Centennial
website
digitalnm.unm.edu - also headed by the
CSWR.
The CSWR, located inside of
Zimmerman Library. is open to the public
and welcomes researchers. For more
information see our main website at http://elibrary.unm.edu/cswr/
Asf es Nu evo Mejico.
by A madeo Lucero

(Asi es Nuevo Mexico)
Un canto que traigo muy dentro del alma
Lo canto a mi estedo. mi tierra natal
De flores dorede, mi tierra encantada
De lindas tnujetes. que no tiene igual
CORa: Asi es Nuevo Mejico
Asi es este tierra del sol
De tierras y velles, de tierras frutales
As! es Nuevo Mejico
EI negro, el hispeno, el anglo, el indio
Todos son tus bijos. todos por igual

Tus pueblos y aldeas. mi tierra encantada
De lindas mujeres que no tiene igual

EI rio del norte, que es el Rio Grande,
S us aguas cottientes. fIuyen bests el mar
Yneqen tus campos, mi tierra encantada
De lindas mujeres que no tiene igual
Tus campos se visten de flores de Mayo
De lindos colores que Dios 105 dot6
Tus peieroscenten. mi tierra en cantada.
Sus trinos de amores alser celestial
Mi tierra encantada de bistone betuuie.
tan linda , tan belle, sin competecion.
Te tindo hotneneie, te rindo cetiiio.
Soldado veliente. te rinde su amor.
~NB

Article by Nancy Brown Martinez, CSWR
Reference Specialist and Archivist,
adapted from notes from the Amadeo
Lucero family and New Mexico
newspaper articles about Lucero over
the decades. Photo. recording and
words used with permission of the
Lucero family.
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~ In

Memoriam ~

Ralph Berkowitz. a~e 100, died at his home in Albuquerque on Auqust 2, 2011. lie
was a 1932 ~raduate of the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia. In 1958 , he
moved to Albuquerque where he served as manacer of the Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra until 1969 . lie had friendships with notable le~ends such as Leonard
Bernstein, Aaron Copland, Gian Carlo Menotti and Zubin Mehta. Berkowitz won the
2004 New Mexico Governor's Award for his music .
Howard Thornton Bryan. Jr.. a~e 91, died at this home in Albuquerque on
September 10, 2011 . lie was born in Delaware. Ohio, in 1920. He attended O hio
State University for a couple years and then joined the Army before starting his
career as a journalist workin~ for the Cleveland Press. After a vacation trip to
Albuquerque in 1948, he was enchanted with the Southwest and its colorful history.
He relocated to New Mexico in 1948 and beqan workin~ for the Albuquerque
Tribune from 1948 until his retirement in 1985. After Jeavlnq the newspaper, he
beqan to contribute a weekly column, "Off the Beaten Path," about New Mexico's
interesting past. Bryan was a prolific writer and had several books published,
among which are Incredible Elfes;o bees. Good Man, Bad Man of the Old West and
Robbers. Ros;ues and Ruffians: True Tales of the Wild West. Interment took place
at the Santa Fe National Cemetery. See pa~e 5 of this issue for Ollie Reed's tribute
to Bryan
Thomas ~ foy. age 96, died at his ho me in Bayard, New Mexico of natural ca uses
on October 8, 20 11. Foy graduated from Notre Dame University where he played
football before joining the military. He spent 44 months in a Japanese prison camp
after enduring the infamous Bataan Death March. After returning home, he
became well known for his efforts in the New Mexico Leqtslature where he served
as a Democrat for 28 years. lie introduced several landmark bills. such as revlsinq
liquor laws. prison reform and equal riqhts. Throughout his life. Foy continued to
be a reqular participant in the annual Bataan Memorial Death March held at the
White Sands Missile Range. For more information about Fey's life, see "Thomas P.
Foy. Veteran Survived Death March" by Scott Sandlin, Albuquerque Journal.
Sunday. October 9, 2011.
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Richard Rudisill . age 79, passed away on Auqust 5, 2011 . He was an
internationally noted author and scholar. Rudisill was the Ionq-time Curator of
Photocrephy at the New Mexico History Museum's Pho to Archives. He published
several articles and books, which included Photoqrephets of the New Mexico
Territory, 1854-1912, and co-published Pbotootaphets. A Sourcebook for Historical
Research. Accord ing to his friend and colleague Tom Chavez, forme r dir ector of
the Palace of the Governors, o ne of Rud isill's most important publications was
Mirror Imeoe which is about daguerreotypes. Rudisill was interred at the Santa Fe
National Cem etery.
Joe Sando. age 88. noted historian was the first Jemez Pueblo member to
chronicle the history of the pueblo. He passed away in Albuquerque durinq
September 2011. Joe was born in 1923 on the reservation about 50 miles northwest
of Albuquerque. He grew up speaklnq only Iowa, his tribal language. He joined the
Navy during World War II and after his return. with the help of the G.!. Bill, he began
his studies. He attended Eastern New Mexico University in Portales and then went
to Vanderbilt University. Joe taught Pueblo History at several institutions and
served on the field faculty for UNM's Southwest Institute. Arnone his published
works are Pue blo Nations: Eight Centuries of Pueblo In dian History, Nee Hemiah: A
History of Jem ez Pueblo and Pueblo Recollections: The Life of Paa Peh. Sando
served as Directo r of the Institute of Pueblo Study and Research at the Indian
Pueblo Center and was a lecturer thro ughout the nation on American Indi a n issues.
J. Thomas Slaney. Jr.. age 80, of Fountain Hills, Arizona, passed away on July 26,
2011. He was born in Pittsburch on April 14. 1931 . According to his obituary. Tom
was a ~ifted musician and started his own Bi~ Band ~roup while playing in the Air
Force Band in Fairbanks. During the "~lory days" of Route 66 , he played First
Trumpet for Stan Kenton and Albuquerque was on their tour calendar. His
daughter. Deb Slaney, Curator at Albuquerque Museum. said he recalled that he
was always amazed when they would "drop down over Nine-Mile HilI and see the
li~hts and neon signs of Albuquerque below." In 1960 after Slaney learned to fly, he
was hired by Allegheny Airlines (now US Airways) .

A Tribute to Howard Bryan
By Ollie Reed Jr.
in this world. interviews with New Mexico
old timers that resulted in thousands of
stories and columns he wrote as a
reporter for the Albuquerque Tribune and
in seven books . including 1994's
Incredible Elfego bees . Good Man . Bad
Man of the Old West, which won the

Howard Bryan
(Photograph by Marcia Keegan of Cleetl ieht Books.
Howard's publisher)

Howard Bryan . veteran New Mexico
newspaperman and author. knew he
didn't have much time .
In May. he had been dia~nosed with
cancer and told he had just weeks to live.
He took the news stoically. At 91 years of
a~e . he fi~ured he'd had a ~ood run.
Musin~ on his impending demise. he
started to think of it as an opportunity to
do interviews he'd come alonq too late to
do in this life.
"People talk about wanting to meet
their maker." Bryan said. "I want to meet
Billy the Kid and Pat Garrett."
Bryan died Sept. 10 at his apartment
in northwest Albuquerque. N.M. Mi~ht be
- if it's not too hot to concentrate - he's
interviewine the Kid and Garrett ri~ht
now.
Those of us who love the Old West
are better off for the interviews Bryan did

Western Writers of America Spur Award.
''I'd just listen ." he said of his visits
with the old timers. "I wouldn't write except maybe to make a note of a date or
a spelling . I didn't want to make them
nervous. Then as soon as I got by myself.
I'd write it all down."
Bryan listened to the stories of about
100 Southwest pioneers. most of them at
least 85 years of a~e at the time. some
more than 100. Some died just weeks
after he met them .
"They knew all these old-time stace
and train robbers." he said just a few
weeks before his own death. a note of
awe still in his voice.
Born Howard T. Bryan Jr. on March
25. 1920. in Delaware. Ohio. he got his
love for history from his father. Howard
Sr.. who ran an electrical sales and repair
store and wrote a history column. "Know
Your Ohio." for the Delaware Gazette.
After hi~h school. Bryan attended
Ohio State University for a couple of
years and then served with the U.S. Army
in the South Pacific during World War II.
After the war. he worked two years at the
Cleveland (Ohio) Press. first as a copyboy.
then as a reporter.
In 1948. during a vacation in
Albuquerque. Bryan met people who had
lived in the frontier Southwest and were
still walkin~ around . Intrigued. he got a
job with the Tribune and worked there
until his retirement in 1985.

Bryan launched his popular Tribune
"Off the Beaten Path" column about New
Mexico history in 1953 and continued to
contribute the column to the paper for
several years after his retirement.
In retirement he also turned to
wrtting books. His Spur-winninq book
was about a brave and audacious
Hispanic man. who won fame early as a
~unfiS6hter and went on to be a lawyer. a
private detective. a sheriff. a county clerk .
a school superintendent. a mayor and a
colorful and controversial character.
Bryan himself became a colorful
fi~ure in Albuquerque. During the time he
lived in Albuquerque's Old Town. from
the early '60s into the '80s. he was famous
for his Christmas parties. which were
attended by journalists. writers . artists .
cowboys. Native Americans. Hispanics .
Anglos . philosophers. politicians and
whoever else could squeeze in.
Max Evans, Albuquerque resident
and Spur Award-winninq writer. was a
fixture at those Christmas parties. Evans
recalls that he and Bryan were also
requlars at ~atherin~s in the home of Jack
Schaefer when the famed author of
Shane lived in Albuquerque in the late
1960s.
"Those were poker parties. but
Howard and I didn't ~o to play poker."
Evans said. ''We went to drink . Jack would
play poher for awhile to be polite . but
then he would ~et out of the ~ame and
come drink and tell stories with Howard
and me. In all the years I knew Howard . I
never heard him complain about one
thing. All I ever heard out of Howard was
humorous history stories ."
That's what Howard Bryan left us stories from New Mexico's history. funny
stories . tra~ic stories . true stories and tall

tales . stories from the old timers . stories
that would have been lost if he had not
listened to them and wrote them down
when he got by himself.
-OR

Howard Bryan with statue of Iilieso Baca,
Reserve. NM. approximately 2008
(Photograph by Marcia Keegan)

Ollie Reed Jr. is marketinq director of
the Western Writers of America . He
worked with Howard Bryan at the
Albuquerque Tribune and credits Bryan
with fueltnq his own love for writin~
about the West. This story oriqinally
appeared in the October 2011 issue of
Roundup Magazine. the publication of
Western Writers of America.

•• •

The Church that Diego de Vargas Built, 1694-1714
Writing from EI Paso in January of
1693. Diego de Var~as informed the
Conde de Galve that he intended. wit h
those who may enter and with the
soldiers who go , personally to build the
church and holy temple. placinq in it the
patron saint of that kinS6dom and the villa.
Our Lady of the Conquest. which is the
one they freed from the ferocity of those
barbarians (Kessell, Hendricks, and Dodge
1995:112,137.144).
Several historians have concluded.
nevertheless . that Var~as was unable to
carry out his intention .
In their
discussions of Santa Fe's military chapels.
for example, both von Wuthenau (1935)
and Fray Angelico Chavez (1948:38-39)
believed that a "tower-chapel" - the
former "military chapel" of Our Lady of
Light. at the southeast corner of the
former casas reales - served the purposes
of parochial church until the large church
re-dedicated to St. Francis was completed
in the second decade of the 18th century.
In spite of this. von Wuthenau , in the
same article, quoted at length the
December. 1693 objections of the Fray
Custos. who vetoed the use of the towerchapel for Divine Services. because it had
been converted by the rebels for use as a
kiva (Kessell. Hendricks. and Dodge
Var~as ,
seemingly in
1995:485).
compliance with the Custos ' decision.
wrote:
I told him I was not ~oin~ to ar~ue
about this , but would try to make
arrenqements for another room. I did so
in a small house that had been given to a
citizen . a musket-shot's distance from the
villa (Kessell. Hendricks , and Dodge
1998:68).
Var~as' decision to abandon use of
the converted tower-kiva for the villa's
new church , and to provide for a
temporary solution. he explained, was
because he "was only interested in
preparinq the defense and war of
resistance" he anticipated.

By David H. Snow
Governor Rodriguez Cubero who, in his
In a subsequent study. Fray Angelico
certification on 12 February, 1698. wrote:
that a
Chavez (1949:90) su~~ested
"I entered this villa of Santa Fe on 2
"temporary structure ....outside the town
July of last year, 1697....[and] I saw in the
wall" near the northeast corner of the
parish church of this villa the Blessed
~overnment palace. served as Vargas'
Sacrament
placed on its hi~h altar and
church. but he concluded that Vargas had
the
lamp
burnmq
day and night with the
failed to provide the villa with the
di~nity
so
great
a
lord deserves" (Kessell
Nevertheless , on
promised church.
et. aI. 2000:405).
March 16, 1695. Juan Ruis Lujan
Rodriguez professed himself "such a
petitioned DieS60 de Vargas for a ~rant to
good son of our seraphic father. St.
a piece of land that he said was "behind
Francis ," the patron of the villa's church
the new church" (my emphasis) and was
convent since at least 1620. In that
and
adjacent to "the road to the mesa and exit
year
it was pointed out that a new church
from the villa" (SANM 1:758). That new
was
not
necessary "inasmuch as there is
church. I su~~est . was the result of Var~as '
already
there
a church and a convent of
promise. and suggests something other
San Francisco" (Bloom 1928:370).
than a temporary structure.
In spite of his certification. Rodri~uez
That new church was in use the
likely contradicted himself in a letter to
previous Ausust of '94. for Vargas had
the King. statlnq that. upon taking
retrieved the bones of the martyred
possession of the villa in July of 1697.
Franciscan. Fray Juan de Jesus. at Jemez
there
was "not even a church to celebrate
Pueblo on August 8. and removed them
divine
worship," and that he had "built a
to Santa Fe. There. on the 11 th of August,
convento
and a church at his own
1694. the remains of the martyred
expense...." (Kessell et. aI. 2000:171). On
Franciscan were placed "in the sanctuary
AUS6ust 20, 1697. RodriS6uez granted to the
and on the Gospel side of the chapel
Fray Custodio, Juan Alvarez "el convento
which then served as parish church"
que actualmente se esta fabricando. in
(Kessell. Hendricks. and Dodge 1998:342addition to the necessary land upon
345) Just where that chapel was located
which
to build a church (AASF 1697 # 1;
is something of a mystery, but perhaps it
Kessell,
et al 2000:403-04). The grant
was on land Vargas had granted. a bit
stated
that
the priests lacked both a
prematurely it turned out. in September
convento
and
a decent dwelling. the
of 1692. to Fray Francisco Corbera durlng
latter consisting of "some extremely
the initial entry into the rebel stronghold.
small, poor rooms" (e.~. Kessell.
On the 14th of September. 1692, Fray
1998:174).
Hendricks . and Dodge
Corbera petitioned Var~as to S6rant "us
Rodri~uez added that the "convento is
possession of the church and convent or
largely built. that is. most of its walls have
a place for us. since the one that was
been raised ." but it is clear that the
there previously was demolished." Vargas
intended church had yet to be
did so , granting as a donation to the
EVidently, Vargas' church
constructed.
Franciscans "the return of the site and
must still have been in use at the time.
place for rebuilding the holy temple and
Whatever its construction or
church for the administration of the holy
appearance. and where ever it was
sacraments and the convent and the
located . it is obvious that the villa
adjoining property related thereto" (cited
possessed a suitable chapel or church that
in Espinosa 1988:63-65).
dated at least from 1694. and was still in
I find no further reference to that
use in 1697when Rodri~uez Cubero took
"new" church until the advent of

office after Vargas' departure. We must
suppose. then. that in whatever fashion .
Vargas had carried out his intention as
stated to the Conde de Galve in his letter
of 1693.
In 1703. the villa's Cabildo reversed
its earlier political support of Rodri~uez ,
and certified. endorsed. and submitted to
the crown Var~as' own written
"justification" of his activities and
accomplishments during and following
the re-capture of Santa Fe. In the
CabiIdo's statement is reference to "the
very roomy houses for the Churchmen
and close to them he [Vargas] built at his
own cost a Church...." The CabiIdo noted
furthermore that Var~as' successor.
Governor Rodri~uez Cubero , had
destroyed, or allowed to fall to ruin , all of
the buildings in the villa. Including
Vargas' church; and. in their words, "....no
la dejo sigun [sic] y como se la entrieqo
dho Sr Marqs, pues de la forma qe se hall a
y dha Villa es. el estar en el todo totalmte
aruynada y asolada. con la dha Yglesia qe
servia de Parrochia fabricada Como dho
es por dho Sr Marqs a su costa (SANM
I1:94a).
Nevertheless. this hyperbole is
contradicted by the followinq. Nearing
death in April of 1704. Vargas requested
that his corpse be interred "at the
principal altar under the platform where
the priest stands" (SANM I: 1027; translated
in Twitchell 1914:302); and he was
buried." Escalante informs us, "in the
parish church of the Villa of Santa Fe.
where they took his body as soon as he
died" (Adams n. d... p. 302). We might
assume, then that Var~as, upon re~ainin~
his governorship . re-built his earlier
church; alternatively, that the Cabildo .
now fully supportive of Var~as . hastened
to
condemn and to exazzerete
Podriguez's actions. I suspect. however,
that Vargas' church survived Podrtguez's
neglect and destruction, and that it
continued on page 6 giiJ"
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Vargas Church ... (Continued from page 5)
co ntinue d to ser ve as late as 171 4, durine
the term of Gover nor Flores Mogollon.
Writin~ to the Vicero y in May of 1705,
Governor Cuervo y Valdez, havin ~
distributed mo st of his forces elsewhere to
secure the provin ce a~ainst th e
incursions of hostile Apaches and
Navajos , noted that there remained in the
villa only "una esquadra de siete u ocho
soldados para el resquardo de esta Villa y
del Santismo Sacramento , que esta
colocado en la y~lesia Parrochial de
ella ..." (AGL Provinctas Internas. 36, Exp.
4- 10. folio 480, my emphasis) . In October
of the same year. fray Juan de Taqle wrote
that he hoped for the construction of the
"Y~les ia de la Cabesera de la Villa de
Santa fe. por que espe ramos ver en su
tiempo dedicada a el ma jor culto de Dios
nro Sr y su Ssma Madre...." (ibid, folio
49 I). Presumably. Var~as ' church had
bequn to deteriorate. although evidently
still in use .
According to Escalante, during the
administration of th e Marques de la
Periuela. Joseph Chacon Medina Salazar y
Villasenor, be~innin~ in 1707 "The chapel
which served as parish church in Santa
Fe, built by D[on] Diego de Var~as , wa s
in very bad condition. and it was not
large en ough for the number of citizens
and soldiers who had to att end the Divine
Offices in it. In the year [170]8 the
Ma rques
de
la
Pefiuela
made
representations abou t this to h is
Excellency, sayin~ that at his own expens e
he wanted to e rec t a capacious
church....With the opinion of the Real
Acuerdo, the Most Excellent Lord Duqu e
de Alburquerque decid ed that he should
proceed with the buildlng of said
church....He beqan said bulldinq, but it is
not of record that he finished it"
(Escalante, "Extractos ." n.d. p. 319).
He did not, apparently. and it was left
to his successors to complete th e
Marqu es ' task , for it was stilI under
construction in 1714 - "Ia y~lesia nueva
que se esta haciendo" (SANM I:1 074) - but
was not serviceabl e until October of 1717
whe n it was referred to as "church of Our
Holy father S1. franc is of the Villa of
Santa Fe (Chavez 1948:39). There is no
furthe r mention of the church credited to
Rodri~uez (but see Kessell et al 2000:400,
not e 1; and Kessell 1980:37).
No longer standing in 1715.
nevertheless, the foundations of Var~as'
church were stilI visible th at year,
extending some seven varas - roushly 20
feet - into the villa's plaza : "....y mirando
al sen tro de dha pla za allaron ester
metida en ella como siete varas Ia Y~lesia
vieja de Senor San francisco que corren
de norte a sur...." (SANM 1:169. my
emphasis); and its exact location was
recalled by at lea st four old residents of
the villa in 1732.
Dispute over acc ess to property that
ye ar. resulted in considerable testimony
in which witnesses recalled certain
features of the pre -Pevolt villa (SANM
1:758). The issue hinged on whether Juan

Lucero , son -in-law of Pedro Lujan , had
blocked off what had been eith er a
form er public road, as some claimed, or
merely a foot -path to the forest. as others
arqu ed. The road or path, apparently. was
the same on e men tion ed in the 1695
~rant , "behind the new church." to Jua n
Ruis Lujan referred to earlier - property
that had been validated to is son, Pedro
Lujan , by R o d ri ~ u e z Cubero , in 1699
(SANM 1:758).
Juan Lucero . the defendant in the
case. must have obtained his property as
dowry to his wife from her father. Pedro.
Several witnesses in the case testified that:
'[at] the ri~ht side . where [was] the door of
th e presidio, [with] th e hol y church
outside the wall ....and attached to the
side of the church a small house ....and on
the side where Lucero has some pi~s was
the cell of the Reverend Padre Custo s....;
furth ermore, said another. "a church was
built in the space and Ienqth of land
between the walls of the presidial castle
and the house of Juan Lucero. When the
church was demolished - "se de rrivo dha
y~lesia" - an o ther witness said , "the boys
made a foot -path" (SANM 1:758).
As a result. th e alcalde ma yor
examined the place and noted th e
foundations there of the "chapel or
church built by the Spaniards when this
villa was conquered ." from the witness
accounts, I surmise that - as su~~ested by
the street inspection of 1715 - Var~as '
church had been located on the north
side of the plaza . immediately adjacent to
the ri~ht . or east, side of the presidio and
casas reales . Thus, fray Angelico Chavez
had it nearly ri~ht, with the exception that
Var~as' church wa s not beyond the "town
walls," nor was it simply a temporary
expedient, h avin~ served for some 20
years or more.
The new parochial church dedicated
to San francisco , construction for wh ich
might have b e~un under the Marques de
la Penuela in 171 2. as noted, was not
ready for service until October 1717.
Durtnq this period . Chavez cited
do cuments from "o ld Conquistadora
sheets" that the Con fraternity "was still
established at the Palace of the Governors
in March 17, 1714" (1948:39, my
emphasis). I su~~est, alternatively, that
the Confraternity had onl y recently been
established, temporarily. in the Palace,
the result of the raztnc of Var~as' church.
Var~as referred to his church simply
as the parochial church , or chapel. and
no surviving contemporary documents
indica te to whom he dedicated his new
church - Nuestra Senora or Nuestro Padre
San francisco . That Var~as intended that
it house his Patroness. "Nuestra Senora de
la Conqulsta." can not be doubted
(Kessell. Hendricks. and Dodge 1995:384),
and that "chape l" or "church" must be
considered the predecessor of th e
Conquistadora chapel of the pres ent
Cathedral Basilica of St. f rancis.
In 1824, Domingo Fernandez. in a
lawsuit over real estate. pointed out that

much of the parcel in question wa s
form erly church property, "por haber sido
la plazuela de la Y~l esia primera qe desde
la conquista la rededicaron los
pobladores a su Sor Patron;" and he
added that. "pues se ha lla dho pedaso de
tierra llermo y sin du efio tantos anos que
se quito de aIIi la Y~a " (SRCA, O rtiz
family Papers. Misc. CoIL see D. H. Snow
1998). In spite of these documentary
accounts, determtnlng just where Var~as'
church was situated in today's Santa fe is
a quandary - one that I am unable to shed
additional li~ht on . The clues, ambiguous
as they are, nevertheless, are tantaltainq,
and I have su~~ested in a previous
Archdiocesan celebration volume a
possible solution (Snow 1998).
Razed to its foot incs sometime prior
to 1715, the fabric of Var~as ' church salvaseable adobes. perhaps, and
possibly the vi~as and other structural
timber - only some 20 years old , rnisht
hav e become incorporated into the new
Conquistadora
ch ap el
upon
its
completion in the spring of 1718. (Chavez
1948:39). Still. in his 1776 description of
the Chapel of the Rosary, fray Atanasio
Dominquez noted the presence of twentyfour "new round [vi~as] and they rest on
old corbels" (Adams and Chavez 1956:24).
If the chapel was newly co nstructed in ca.
1717, the original timb ers , only some 60
or so years old might not have been
properly sealed fro m the elements.
Alternatively, the ori ginal vigas might
have been salvaged from portions of the
Tano 's pueblo constructio n as a
temporary expedi ent in 1694. Given the
turmoil of the previou s year's efforts in retakin ~ the villa , time and man-power
might have precluded cutting new
timbers a nd hauling th em from th e
nearby mountains (it is worth notinq that
th e roof vigas in th e church a t San
Aucustine de Isleta , replaced ca . 1868.
and recent tree-ring dat es obtained by
Tom Windes . indicat e they are already
142 years old . Assuming they replaced
the originals ca. 1716-18. tho se lasted 150
years; pers . comm. to the writer. 5/16/1 I)..
That Dominguez also reported that the
new v i ~ a s rest ed on "old" corbels,
how ever, is interestlnq. Mi~ht thos e have
been carved in 1694, in spite of what mu st
hav e been has ty construction to comply
with Var~as ' promise to the Conde de
Galve?
Whether adobes fro m Var~as ' church
might also have been salvaged for use in
the Conquistadora chapel might not be
possible to determine, although futur e
examinatio n might be a useful endeavor.
The brief excavations reported by Ellis
(1985) su~~est that the adobe fabric wa s
not examined for possibly dia~nostic
inclusions , such as charcoal fragments for
possible tree -ring dating. - ~ranted . that
such charcoal fracm ents might only yield
dat es fro m the Revolt period burning of
the villa's structures.
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Views of the Armijo Residence in Old Albuquerque

The 40 ro om p ersonal residence of Man uel Armijo in Old Town Albuquerq ue.
whic h was tom down in 1910 and replaced by the Bottger Mansion at 110 San Felip e NW
(Photograph co urtesy of Albuquerque M useum #PA1 980-152-3)
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Distinguished gentle men wi th their transporta ti on in fro nt of the Man uel Armijo house.
Because ofArm ijo 's reversal of fortune after the war. he was forced to sell his Old Town home.
(Photograph Albuquerque M useum # PA1990.13.286)
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New Mexico Statehood History Conference
Mark Your Calendars Now!
The tentative schedule for the 2012 New Mexico Statehood History
Conference in Santa Fe has been set. This conference promises to be our largest
and busiest ever, with a full slate of events and program sessions over three days,
May 3 - 5. The first day, Thursday, May 3 will see a full-day "Statehood History
Symposium" to be held at the New Mexico History Museum and Iea turlnq a
number of of outstandinq speakers, Including our keynote speaker, Dr. Robert W
Larson , author of the classic work, New Mexico's Quest for Statehood, 18461912. The Symposium will be free and open to the public as will the History
Museum itself, 10 AM to 5 PM. Our opening reception will follow, shared with
the New Mexico Ileritaqe Preservation Alliance. Los Compadres del Palacio, a
support S6roup of the New Mexico History Museum will host the reception, along
with the Society and the Historic Preservation Alliance. The Alliance will be
holding its annual conference concurrently with ours, and rezistranon for both
conferences will be available at the Museum in the afternoon and at the
reception.
Friday and Saturday morning will see four concurrent History Conference
program sessions at the Santa Fe Community Convention Center, with
presentations focusinq on New Mexico statehood but also covering a wide
variety of topics. Presentation proposals have poured in, and the proqrarn
sessions will be set by November 1. We hope to have the preliminary proqrarn
on our website, wwwhsnm .orc. shortly thereafter.
We plan to have a large number of book sellers and other exhibitors at the
Convention Center along with a series of book siqninqs by noted New Mexico
history authors. Friday afternoon will see the openmq of an exciting silent
auction, to be followed by our live and always lively book auction. A
celebratory and entertalninq Statehood Banquet will follow the auctions.
Another very special part of the conference will be a set of family
history/qenealoqy lectures and workshops, orcamzed by our Secretary and
noted S6enealo\6ist and historian Henrietta Martinez Christmas, takin~ place all
through the day at the Convention Center on Saturday, May 5. Then Saturday
evemnq will see our closing reception at the Governor's Mansion along with the
Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Awards Ceremony. There will also be
optional tours and events available on Saturday afternoon and Sunday, May 6.
Please keep chechlnq our website for more information, including
reqistration information, as it develops. This will be a conference you won't
want to miss!
2012

Crea tive New Mexico

programs and to help boost New Mexico's "creative economy." Despite bei n~ an
important economic driver in New Mexico, arts, c ulture and he ritaqe
orqantzatlons have never had a collaborative voi ce to ~arner increased state
and national ~overnment support.
Creative New Mexico was initially brought together as a collaboration
between Creative Albuquerque and Creative Santa Fe. Other ~roups
represented, in addition to the Historical Society of New Mexico, so far include
the Museum of New Mexico Foundation, the New Mexico Arts Division of the
Department of Cultural Affairs, the New Mexico Association of Museums and the
New Mexico Humanities Council. The Steering Group is expanding to include
representatives from oroentzattons across the state and will be meeting with
local ~roups to ~ather input, startinq with a meetlnq in farrntnqton on
November 3. There will also be a November 3 session on advocacy at the New
Mexico Association of Museums conference at Parmington (see
www.nmmuseums.orq for more information).
Our activities involve, first, developing a contact list of orqenizations that fall
within the broad scope of Creative New Mexico. The list already includes more
than 1000 orqanizations. Second, we have developed an online survey for these
orqanizetions to take part in to help set priorities for o ur future activities.
Possible activities we have identified so far include:
• Better assessinq and articulattnq the value of New Mexico's creative economy
and heritage activities
• Creating and representinq a statewide network of arts, culture, humanities,
and heritage advocates
• Advocatinq for New Mexico's creative economy and heritaqe orqanizattcns
with S60vernment aS6encies and Iectslatrce bodies
• butldlnq stronger partnerships among private and public orqaruzetions
• Supporting New Mexico 's creative entities through development of
marhetlnq. business and leadership traininq programs and through
tmprovtnc the availability of infrastructure support
• Advocating for strong arts and humanities (including history) education and
traintnc programs
Representatives of orqanizations involved in arts, culture, and heritage
activities are beinq asked to provide thei r input through the online survey. If
you are part of such an orcaruzatton's leadership and your orqanizetlon has not
received a request to take part in the survey, I ask you to contact me at
hsnmintotgihsnm.orq to S6et information as to how to participate. The survey
will take only a small amount of time and thought.

Over the past several months I've been meeting as a member of the steerinq
committee for Creative New Mexico , a statewide ~roup betnq formed to
advocate for and support our arts, culture, and hentaqe orqaruzations and

Hi storical Society of N ew Mexico
Co-sponsors a Symposium on New Mexico Internment
On Saturday, April 21, 2012 . on the
tenth anniversary of the dedication of an
historic marker placed by the City of
Santa fe to remember the Santa fe
Intern ment Camp, The Committee to
Preserve New Mexico's Internment
History will hold an all-day Symposium at
the New Mexico History Museum/Palace
of the Governors, 113 Lincoln Avenue ,
Santa fe . Symposium cost is $10 .00;
tickets can be purchased through the
Lensic Theater Box-Office 988-1234 . The
event, to commemorate the New Mexico
Centennial. is co -sponsored by The New
Mexico History Museum. The Historical
Society of New Mexico. and The New
Mexico Centennial Board , with a s;Irant
from the New Mexico Humanities
Council.
Come listen to historians, authors.
and participants of the Historic Marker

Controversy as they describe the events
during World War II when men of
Japanese descent were brought to New
Mexico to be detained or interned as
"dangerous enemy aliens." Because Japan
attacked Pearl Harbor December 7. 1941,
and the ll.S. s;Iovernment feared these
men livinl2 along the Western coast or
Hawaii could and might spy for Japan .
None ever were accused or convicted of
espio nage. An abandoned Civilian
Conservation Corps Camp, west of the
Rosario cemetery, was reopened in 1942
for these "aliens" (some WWI veterans) in
the shadow of the place where the best
Rept secret of the War II - research on
a tomic weapons-occurred some 35
miles away.
Michael Hice, michaelhice@eanhlink.net
Nancy Bartlit, NBartlit@aol.com

Bottger Mansion Replaced Armijo House

Sincerely
Michael Stevenson
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Awards Nominations Sought
New Mexico History Conference
May 3-5, 2012

To be eliqible for consideration ,
nominations must be submitted for receipt
by february 1, 2012 to the address listed
below. Winners will be notified within two
months of this deadline .
for more
information, please contact HSNM Awards
Chair, Nancy Owen Lewis.
Book and publication awards. To be
eligible for a 2012 award , a 2011 publication
date is required. To submit a nomination.
please send two copies of the publication
toqether with a brief letter of nomination to
the HSNM Awards Chair. The letter should
include a brief description of why this
publication is worthy of an award, contact
information for both yourself and the
author, and the award for which it is beinq
nominated. Please review the description
of awards on our web site www.HSNM.ors;I.
If you are not certain of the most
appropria te
category,
the
awards
committee will make the decision based on
available criteria.

Distinquished
contributions
and
service awards. To nominate an individual
or organization for an award , please submit
a letter describing- the tndtvtdual or
organization.
the
award
under
consideration (select from list below) , the
contributions or service performed in 2011 ,
and why that individual or group is worthy
of recognitton. Please include contact
information for both yourself and for the
orqanization
under
individual
or
consideration.
Send nominations to :
Dr. Nancy Owen Lewis,
HSNM Awards Chair
c/o School for Advanced Research
PO Box 2188
Santa fe. NM 87504-2188
Email: lewis@sarsf .Ofg
for ovem ight delivery:
Garcia Street
Santa fe, NM 87505
660

.'

Dixon Apple Orchard
Frost , Fire and Floods Caused Severe Damage

Bottger Mansion, 110 San Felipe NW, listed on State Register in 1979 and National Register
in 1983. This house is located on the site of Manuel Armijo 's home (page 6) which was
razed c. 1910 . (Historic Preservation Division file photo)

In february 2011, the apple orchard
received a late freeze which destroyed all
but five percent of the crop. If this wasn 't
already a serious setback, later in the year
the Las Conchas fire burned 156,000 acres ,
which was the largest wildfire ever recorded
in New Mexico. The fire destroyed 300 of
the apple trees and the owner's home.
Because the fire denuded the surrounding
Jemez Mountain slopes and scorched the
soil. another danger lurked. On August 21
and 22, devastating floods . cutttnq channels
10' deep roared through the o rcha rd .
burying part of the orchard and Ieavinq
heavy sediment.
The second flood
reportedly had a wall of water 10 to 15 feet
hil2h. According to an article by Olivier
Uyttebrouck, "Dixon's Last Harvest?"
published in the Albuquerque Journal,
September 22, 2011, "geologists estimated
that water flows as high as 19,000 cubic feet
per second surged through the canyon,

destroying buildings and equipment and
Ieavtnq some trees to suffocate in li/"ray
muck."

for the annual sale on September 24,
the Dixon Orchard had few apples to sell,
which included mostly Champagne apples
and some Rome apples. Because of the
popularity of the Dixon apples. customers
were limited to buyinq only a single bag of
the fruit. Becky Mullane and her husband
Jim operate the orchard and she voiced
concerns about their future. The orchard
was started in 1944 by Becky's grandparents,
fred and faye Dixon. for more informatio n
see "family Strus;Is;Iles to Save Orchard from
floods " by Nico Roesler, Santa Fe New
Mexican, July 6,2011. Many New Mexicans
throughout the past sixty-seven years have
made an annual journey to the orchard in
the north central part of the state to buy the
special apples.
~CCL
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"Then and Now" Werner-Gilchrist House

The Werner-Gilchrist House as it looked in 2011 after being deserted for several years. It
appears that the large tree on the left is the same one that is in the 1908photo,
(Photograph by Carleen Lezzell, August 27,2011)

The Werner-Gilchrist House as it appeared c. 1908 at the corner of Silver and Cornell
streets, Albuquerque, two blocks south of the University of New Mexico campus . Notice
the tree planted on the left in front of the house ,
(Photograph courtesy of Albuquerque Museum Photoerchives. #PA-1981-153-040011)

•• •
Werner-Gilchrist House Slated for Demolition
By Carleen Lazzell
On the corner of Cornell and Silver,
only a couple blocks from the University
of New Mexico stands the boarded up,
once 16rand. Werner-Gilchrist House. On
the afternoon of Saturday, September 3, a
16roup representing the University
Nei16hborhood
Association,
the
Albuquerque Historical Society and the
Albuquerque Conservation Association
(TACA) , 16athered to express their concern
for 10sin16 an Albuquerque Landmark .
The 16roup held up si16ns provided by the
National Trust for Historic Preservation.
which read "This Place Matters ,"
More commonly lmown as just "The
Gilchrist House ," it is on both the State
and National registers for historic
buildings. Chris Wilson . UNM professor at
the School of Architecture, wrote the
nomination for the Gilchrist House.
According to an article by Leslie
Linthicum in the Albuquerque Sunday
Journal, September 4, 2011, "In 1908.
Laura Werner and her son-in-law Ralph
Gilchrist, built the first home in the newly
platted University Heights Addition, an
open 16rassland ... " Ann Carson, President
of TACA, has conducted extensive
research on the building and she
describes it as "...as a large. squat version
of the Four Square, an architectural style
popular at the be16innin16 of the 20th
century." The home was constructed of
adobe set on a stone foundation. It has a
hipped roof and four dormers.

Although for years the house
appeared to be deserted because the
landscape was overgrown, it actually was
inhabited for almost 75 years. According
to Leslie Linthicum's article , Ralph
Gilchrist died in 1920, and Laura Werner
passed away in 1930. After that. Nora
Gilchrist, the daushter of Werner and the
widow of Gilchrist. lived in the home
until her death in 1981 at the a16e of 98,
While the widow lived there. the house
took on a mysterious and eerie
ambiance. Some people called it the
"Boo Radley House" dubbed so from a
character in the novel To KiII a
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Mockingbird.

for several years now, the house has
been vacant and
its condition
deteriorated over all that time. In recent
years, it became a target for vandals and
a crash-pad for the homeless. When new
owners took over in about 2006, the trees
were all cut down except for a few, a
chain-link fence was installed and
plywood was nailed to the windows,
Instead of renovattnq the house . the
present owners decided to clear the lot,
but could not do so without permission ,
They recently put in a request for
demolition to the City of Albuquerque, a
necessary procedure because the house
has City Landmark status. For "Then and
Now" of the Werner- Gilchrist House , see
photographs above.
~CCL
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